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Abstract

We aimed to understand if human emotions brought on by audios could result in the same

emotions as looking at visual art. By putting an image through a reverse spectrogram, we could

analyze this hypothesis closely because we would essentially be using the same piece of art, just

in different mediums. We picked out four famous paintings for our control group, deducting

these images would get the most accurate and concise responses. Then, using reverse

spectrogram software (Image), we created matching audios for each painting. We had

participants fill out a survey, showing them all 8 pieces in random order and asking what

emotion most closely named what they were feeling after seeing/hearing the art—happy, sad,

anxious/fearful, or angry. With this data, we used an extension of Fisher’s exact probability test

to find the probability of our data rejecting or not rejecting our null hypothesis. We found that

humans do not have the same emotional responses between visual and auditory stimuli.

Researchable Question

How do visual versus auditory stimuli affect the emotions felt by humans when viewing

famous works of art?

Hypothesis

If humans are presented with an auditory version of famous paintings, then the audio will

invoke the same emotion as the emotions felt by the people looking at the paintings. This is

because a reverse spectrogram graphs the repeated properties of an image, which can include the

colors, meaning that people may subconsciously associate the sounds they hear with those colors

that are arbitrarily associated with emotions.
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Background Research

Background Information

We came up with the question: How do different sensory inputs affect the feeling humans

get from famous pieces of art? We used this question to perform a survey-based experiment to

find out the correlation between visual and auditory stimuli on human emotions. In our

experiment, we provided a picture of a painting and the audio version of that painting made from

a spectrogram, then asked people what emotions they feel from each without knowing which

audio matches the painting. We then compared those results through a statistical test to

understand how humans emotionally react to different mediums of art.

Spectrograms are visual representations of a sound based on frequencies over time

(Wikipedia). The main uses of a spectrogram are to analyze linguistics, phonetics, and animal

noises. They offer a visual representation for data that makes it easier to take quantitative data

from, rather than just qualitative data based on what someone hears. Other uses of spectrograms

are in the fields of music, sonar, radar, and seismology. Spectrograms may also be called

sonograms or voicegrams.

On a spectrogram, there are two axes, one representing time and the other representing

frequency. Time is the independent variable, meaning that as the length of the audio increases,

the spectrogram will graph more frequencies. Another factor of a spectrogram is the amplitude of

each frequency or the change in frequency. The amplitude affects the color that the data will be.

Spectrograms can change in appearance, sometimes graphed in 3D, with the X and Y axes

switched, linear, or logarithmic (Wikipedia).

Using the same concepts as a spectrogram, it is possible to create a reverse spectrogram

or a spectrogram synthesizer. A reverse spectrogram uses modulation—varying repeated
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properties—to compare lines going across an image and matching them with sine waves to create

a spectrogram (ARSS). The spectrogram can then be read to create audio from an image. This

function can be used to hide audio in images and vice versa.

In our research, we want to look at the correlation between the emotion felt while looking

at famous works of art and the emotions felt listening to an equivalent sound created by using a

reverse spectrogram program. This means understanding the connection between arts, both

visual and auditory, would help us better understand what we’re looking at.

One of the papers that we looked at to help us was written by a group of music-based

phycologists who brought together music theory and psychology in their research. This article

opposes the long-thought belief that music expresses or represents basic emotions such as

happiness, sadness, anger, fear, and love, and instead discusses how music should be assessed on

a dimensional level in the field of music psychology. The authors wanted to show that the

process of perceiving emotions from music comes from the level of arousal and valence

(breaking away from musical expectations) rather than arbitrary associations of musical theory

with a particular emotion (Cespedes-Guevara et al, .215).

Aside from the auditory part of our research, the visual portion also plays a crucial role.

Artwork has been used as a form of expression since the very beginning of human existence, as

seen as cave paintings that have been dated as tens of thousands of years old. Because of how

connected art has been with humans and human expression, countless studies have been done to

try to find a connection between different visual stimuli and emotion. An essay written by Jason

Kaufman did a good job summarizing this connection. Kaufman brings up a handful of

psychological studies that explore the different ways the human brain interacts with different

colors, textures, shapes, and gestures that convey different emotions and ideas. The overarching
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theme of the findings is that the reason why exactly these visual images allow a form of

nonverbal communication is still undiscovered, however, it does have an effect. His paper also

brings up the point that some pieces are incredibly easy to identify while most require reflection

to find any meaning, which can lead to having the found meaning vary for those with different

personalities and outlooks. This could mean that it is quite possible that certain imagery could be

universal for all people, while others could be dependent on cultural or experience-based outlook

(Kaufman 113-17).

Past Research

Learning about the uses for turning an audio into a spectrogram can help us design our

experiment and understand the purpose of using spectrograms. While we plan on using a reverse

spectrogram, we can see how questions are formed and how the studies are produced. In an

experiment from the Psychology Department of the University of Connecticut, doctors use

spectrograms as a non-verbal way to communicate. The purpose of this study was to make it so

deaf and hard of hearing people could pick up on phonemes—the distinct sounds in a language

that distinguish one word from another (Liberman, et al, 127-128). In other versions of

non-verbal communication such as sign language or text, the diction one gets from hearing

someone speak does not translate over. The doctors performing this study found that when

looking at phonemes, they are not in an alphabet, but instead, a complex code. Using different

speech samples, the team turns them into spectrograms to see if they can read them, looking for

visual representations of phonemes to distinguish the words. This was not an easy task, the

author described it as trying to read printed alphabetic words with some of the defining letters

being blended into the background (Liberman, et al, 130). The study explains that they may not
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be able to find the phonemes in a spectrogram due to a lack of training. They decided that no

amount of practicing reading spectrograms could train one’s brain to fluently read, decode, and

distinguish phonemes as easily as one can do that while listening to sounds. At the end of the

experiment, they came to the conclusion that similar to reading machines for the blind, reading

spectrograms for the deaf cannot be done efficiently (Liberman, et al, 130). As the doctors search

for alternative ways to present speech signals to the deaf, they find that it may be possible to

learn how to read the muscle movement that creates phonemes, however, a new research study

would have to be performed to know if this is a plausible option. Although the study found that

spectrograms are hard to read, the author does not think they are completely useless to the deaf

community (Liberman, et al, 133).

Another important part of our research we want to conduct is the emotional connection

felt to pieces of artwork. This connection, while incredibly complex as seen in art and color

theory, it’s so universal throughout all people regardless of age. This phenomenon was

demonstrated in a study performed by psychologists in the United States. In their study, they

showed different realistic and abstract style art pieces to 73 different children between the ages

of three and five. The children were then asked to sort the paintings into either happy or sad.

After this data was collected, the researchers concluded that this emotional recognition was

prominent in the younger children (around age 3) but increased as age did. The style of art didn’t

affect the kids’ ability to recognize what emotional correlation each piece had. This was

interesting because we would think younger people would struggle with identifying what

emotions were intended in abstract art, however that’s not the case. In their research, the

psychologists highlighted that there are three main factors of how emotion is portrayed in art.

The first is a literal expression, things such as the facial expressions of those inside the painting.
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The second is metaphorical expressions. These symbols would include something like a rotting

tree or a sun. The last one is abstract expressions. This would include the choice in color, lines,

shapes, and the overall theme of the artwork created by its composition (Pouliou, et al, 53-61).

This paper is useful for our project because it dives deeply into the different aspects of how

people recognize emotion in art, as well as showing that humans can recognize emotion from art

even from an incredibly young age, meaning that if we include some younger people in our

survey it may help to create a larger group with a larger variety of people, allowing our data to

come from a larger and more varied set.

With our experiment, it would be useful to know how some previous experiments showed

results and the methods they used to collect data, as well as their findings of the various aspects

of our experiment. Luckily, because of how connected different stimuli are with emotions felt,

there have been a plethora of experiments done by psychologists about the correlation. One of

these experiments was conducted by testing the regional cerebral blood flow after different

auditory, visual, and olfactory (scent) stimuli were given to the participants using the water bolus

method. The researchers took data of the flow during the neutral stimulus and then compared it

with the data taken when the test subjects were presented with negative or positive stimuli.

During the positive or negative emotion, the participants took judgment on whether the stimulus

was pleasant or unpleasant, while during the neutral stimulus the subjects selected a choice at

random. This was also done without any stimulus as a control group. This study showed that

both the emotionally valenced stimuli caused an increase in the regional cerebral blood flow in

the orbitofrontal cortex, the temporal lobe, and the superior frontal gyrus, in the left hemisphere.

The study also showed that smell and sight-based stimuli lead to additional blood flow increases

in the hypothalamus and the subcallosal gyrus. However, only positive or negative olfactory
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stimuli induced bilateral flow increases in the amygdala (Royet JP, et al, 7752–7759). While this

is valuable information, what their findings lead to is more important for what we need to know

for our research. The data from this study suggests that both pleasant and unpleasant sensory

stimulation cause the same core network in the left hemisphere to fire, meaning that there is

something else besides where exactly in the brain stimulations cause the activation to form the

emotions (such as relaxed, stressed, fear, or joy) that are felt during the stimulation.

A research study by Anita Collins explores how musical versus non-musical information

is processed and stored in the brain (Collins 4-10). For many years, musical education was

encouraged for an aesthetic purpose, but more recent studies in neuroscience have given a

hard-science reason as to why studying music is beneficial for brain development. One of the

previously observed benefits of musical education is increased memory storage and retrieval. It

has also been found that musicians have a better understanding of the rules of language and

syntax—the arrangement of words to create a well-formed sentence. It is suggested that this

benefit comes from practicing musical syntax, which then improves language syntax (Collins

4-10). In this particular study written by Collins, she used meta-analysis across 14 individual

studies to understand the effects of musical education on the brain over different ages. The idea

was, by looking at the short-term effects of music education, Collins could see what was the

most beneficial to brain development. Of the 14 studies, 1-7 consisted of adults, and 8-14

involved child participants ranging from ages 3 to 11. In studies 1-7, the researchers compared

professional musicians (those whose primary income came from musical performance or

education) and non-musicians with no significant music education experiences (Collins 4-10).

The participants in studies 8-14 underwent formal musical instrument lessons. The participants

in all studies were right-handed, and they had to have no medical history of auditory or visual
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problems. Participants could also not have given up learning an instrument in their past. For the

actual studies, 8-14 required participants to take weekly one-on-one lessons with a teacher over a

school year. The musicians in studies 1-7 had varied in the amount of practice, but they had all

studied for more than 10 years of weekly one-on-one lessons. Each study was looking for the

minimum amount of musical training is needed for any changes in the brain to be seen. Collin’s

analysis concluded that one must study music for at least 2 years on a weekly one-on-one basis

to see any positive changes in the brain. While it cannot be said that this is the best or only way

to teach music, it has been proven to be the most established (Collins 4-10).

In an experiment led by Frank M. Diaz, he explores how the way someone listens to

music affects emotions, attention, and experience. As explained in the article, music educators

will use guided listening strategies to make their students engage in the music both cognitively

and emotionally (Diaz  27-33). This experiment tested which strategies engage the brain, the

three strategies used were distraction indexes, identifying musical elements, and unguided

listening. Past studies have proposed that meaningful emotions depend on the person actively

listening to the music. In this experiment, the researchers would have participants listen to an

audio clip and then fill out a questionnaire. There were four audios used, all of which were

classical music pieces with no lyrics. Three minutes of each piece was played for the experiment.

After hearing an excerpt, two questions asked them to rate their attentiveness, on a scale of 1 to

10, and their emotional response on a scale of -5 to 5. An additional question asked participants

that if they felt a strong emotion, what they thought may have caused that. Participants were split

into three groups, each with their own attention strategy. In the first group, volunteers were given

a checklist of different musical elements, and were asked to make a mark anytime they heard

those particular elements. Group two was asked to make a mark on a paper anytime their
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attention drifted from the music. And the third group was given no additional instructions, just to

listen to the excerpts. The purpose of this experiment was to learn if attention patterns had any

effect on the reactions humans experience from music. At the end of the experiment, the

researchers first analyzed the relationship between the attentiveness and the emotional response,

looking at each song and strategy separately. The correlation between the two was significant,

showing that regardless of attentiveness participants had similar experiences (Diaz 27-33).

Researchers found no significant differences in emotional responses based on attention

strategies. While there was no difference in emotions, the rate of attentiveness did change with

the listening strategies, proving that engaged listening can assist people in analyzing music (Diaz

27-33).

Revised Researchable Question

After reading about other experiments and studies from the past similar to ours, we have

come up with an improved question and reasoning for our experiment. Our original question

was: How do different sensory inputs affect the feeling humans get from famous pieces of art?

We needed to be more specific about our question, as well as represent that we were not looking

for how the two different parts affect each other but instead focus on how the two are similar. We

need to look at the contrast between the auditory and visual elements of looking at the art versus

hearing the equivalent sound from using reversed spectrogram software. So for our new

researchable question, we decided on: How do visual versus auditory stimuli affect the emotions

felt by humans when viewing famous works of art? Along with a more specific question, we

needed to flesh out our reasoning behind the experiment. Looking at Liberman’s experiment, we

decided it would be best to phrase our experiment as a potential way to assist those who are blind
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or visually impaired to be able to experience famous paintings without losing the emotional

component while translating it through a reverse spectrogram. This could also be done

backwards for those with auditory issues, by creating a visual representation of how an audio

feels, such as a popular song or the laugh of a loved one or family. This way people who may not

have both visual and auditory senses can be able to better understand those emotions from

something as emotional as art.
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Materials

● Image files of four famous paintings; The Scream [1], Mona Lisa [2], Café Terrace at

Night [3], and Fallen Angel [4]

● Reverse spectrogram software; The ARSS (Image)

● Google Forms

● Voice recording service (Vocaroo)

● Random list generator (True)

● Fisher’s exact probability test online calculator (Lowry)

[1] Painting by Edward Munch in 1893 [2] Painting by Leonardo da Vinci in 1503
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[4] Painting by Alexandre Cabanel in 1847

[3] Painting by Vincent van Gogh in 1888
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Operational Definitions

Fisher’s exact probability test - for a 2x2 matrix, Fisher’s test finds the probability that the two

categories do or do not reject a null hypothesis; are the numbers similar enough to not reject the

hypothesis; =((𝐴 + 𝐵)! (𝐶 + 𝐷)! (𝐴 + 𝐶)! (𝐵 + 𝐷)!)/𝑁! 𝐴! 𝐵! 𝐶! 𝐷!

Marginal sums - the total sums of the columns, rows, and the sum of those along with the

original matrix; Example 1 is a 2x2 matrix with the values of A, B, C, and D with the marginal

sums of A+B, C+D, A+C, B+D, and N (N=2(A+B)); Example 2 is a 2x4 matrix with the original

values of A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H with the marginals sums of A+B+C+D, E+F+G+H, A+E,

B+F, C+G, D+H, and N (N=2(A+B+C+D)

Example
1

- + Total

Group I A B A+B

Group II C D C+D

Total A+C B+D N

Example 2 Cat. I Cat. II Cat. III Cat. IV Total

Group I A B C D A+B+C+D

Group II E F G H E+F+G+H

Total A+E B+F C+G D+H N

Extreme Possibilities - changing the original values to be far from equal while still maintaining

the same marginal sums

PA - the sum of the original probability and the sum of all other possibilities that are less than or

equal to the original while maintaining the same marginal sums

PB - the sum of the original probability and the sum of all other possibilities that are less than the

original while maintaining the same marginal sums
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Procedures

1. After collecting the images we were going to use, we ran each of them through a reverse

spectrogram audio player (Image) and downloaded the four new sounds.

2. In a Google Doc, we set up the first draft of how our questions were going to look.

3. For images, we said “Which emotion most closely describes how you feel after seeing the

image below?” and then the image file was followed by four options happy, sad,

anxious/fearful, and angry.

4. For audios, we used a voice recording website (Vocaroo) that allowed us to upload our

audios and create a URL for each of them. We put the link in the question on the Google

Form as “Listen to the audio here: [link] Which emotion most closely describes how you

feel after hearing the audio?” and then was followed by four options of happy, sad,

anxious/fearful, and angry.

5. We repeated steps 3 and 4 for each of the four pictures and four audios

6. Once we had that setup, using a randomized list generator (Random) we put in

abbreviated titles of each of the 8 questions to get a random order that the questions

would appear on the survey.

7. We then had a science teacher send out an Interest Form and a Human Consent Form to

later send out the Parent/Guardian Consent form to high school students currently

enrolled in science classes.

8. Once the students had filled out the Human Consent Form and the Parent/Guardian

Consent Form, they could take the survey, with the results being sent back to the teacher

so we never saw any names attached to the results.
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9. The teacher anonymized the survey results and put the data in a google sheet for us to

analyze.

10. We repeated steps 7 through 9 for our second round.

11. With this data, we put it into several tables, separating each painting from each other and

having the total for each emotion chosen for both the picture and audio; we did this for

the first round, second round, and the combined data from both trials.

12. Then we graphed all the paintings onto one bar graph; again separating into three graphs

of the first round, second round, and combined rounds.

13. We then plugged each 2x4 matrix into a Freeman-Halton extension of Fisher’s exact

probability test online calculator.
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Results

The Scream (Round 1)

Happy Sad Anxious/Fearful Angry

Picture 1 1 5 0

Audio 1 1 5 0

Fisher 2x4 P(A)=1.0 P(B)=1.0

Mona Lisa (Round 1)

Happy Sad Anxious/Fearful Angry

Picture 7 0 0 0

Audio 1 1 4 1

Fisher 2x4 P(A)=0.00233 P(B)=0.00233

Café Terrace at Night (Round 1)

Happy Sad Anxious/Fearful Angry

Picture 6 1 0 0

Audio 0 0 7 0

Fisher 2x4 P(A)=0.000583 P(B)=0.000291

Fallen Angel (Round 1)

Happy Sad Anxious/Fearful Angry

Picture 1 2 2 2

Audio 0 2 4 1

FIsher 2x4 P(A)=0.79 P(B)=0.712
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The Scream (Round 2)

Happy Sad Anxious/Fearful Angry

Picture 3 2 14 0

Audio 2 2 8 7

Fisher 2x4 P(A)=0.0162 P(B)=0.0157

Mona Lisa (Round 2)

Happy Sad Anxious/Fearful Angry

Picture 14 3 1 1

Audio 4 0 6 9

Fisher 2x4 P(A)=0.0000931 P(B)=0.0000931
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Café Terrace at Night (Round 2)

Happy Sad Anxious/Fearful Angry

Picture 16 1 2 0

Audio 4 0 10 5

Fisher 2x4 P(A)=0.000081 P(B)=0.000081

Fallen Angel (Round 2)

Happy Sad Anxious/Fearful Angry

Picture 9 1 4 5

Audio 7 0 6 6

Fisher 2x4 P(A)=0.769 P(B)=0.738
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The Scream (Combined)

Happy Sad Anxious/Fearful Angry

Picture 4 3 19 0

Audio 3 3 13 7

Fisher 2z4 P(A)=0.03 P(B)=0.0289

Mona Lisa (Combined)

Happy Sad Anxious/Fearful Angry

Picture 21 3 1 1

Audio 5 1 10 10

Fisher 2z4 P(A)=0.00000123 P(B)=0.00000116

Café Terrace at Night (Combined)

Happy Sad Anxious/Fearful Angry

Picture 22 2 2 0

Audio 4 0 17 5

Fisher 2x4 P(A)=6.056e-8 P(B)=6.056e-8

Fallen Angel (Combined)

Happy Sad Anxious/Fearful Angry

Picture 10 3 6 7

Audio 7 2 10 7

Fisher 2x4 P(A)=0.679 P(B)=0.668
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Our original plan was to use a Chi-square test as our statistical analysis test. However, we

did not end up using this test because in both of the rounds and the combined data, there were

values of zero in our “expected” category—the data collected with the pictures. Because we

cannot divide by zero, we had to find a new statistical test that worked with small sample sizes.

We settled on the Freeman-Halton extension of Fisher’s exact probability test. Using a program

on the VassarStats website (Lowry), we were able to find the probability of the data rejecting or

not rejecting our null hypothesis. In a standard Fisher’s test, a 2x2 table is used. The rows are for

the two categories and the columns are for the two possibilities (success versus failure, positive

versus negative, X versus Y, etc.). And along the edge of that matrix are the marginal sums. In

our experiment, we had a 2x4 matrix—two categories and four possibilities—hence why we

needed to use a modified test. The purpose of the test is to say that the proportions of category A

and category B are different or similar, under the assumption that the marginal sums are held

fixed (How). Using Fisher’s equation, we would have to calculate the probability of the observed
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values. But we must also calculate the extreme outcomes to find the probability of getting that

2x4 matrix without changing the marginal sums. Then we will add the probability of the original

table with all the probabilities gotten from extreme tables to find the probability of the data not

supporting the null hypothesis. If this total probability or p-value is less than alpha—0.05 or 5%

in this case—the data suggests that we can reject the idea that the two processes have the same

outcomes. Or if the p-value is larger than alpha, we cannot reject the hypothesis. Instead of going

through and finding all the extreme tables by hand, computer programs go through all possible

tables containing the original marginal sums and combine all the probabilities obtained from

extreme tables, giving us the  PA value. For the website we used, the PB value is also given. The

value of PA is likely to be larger than PB unless there are no tables equally probable to the

original, then the two P values will be equal. If both PA and PB are less than alpha, then it does

not matter which is used, they are both rejected, or if they’re greater than alpha, they both cannot

be rejected. However, if PA is greater than alpha and PB is less than, you need to specify which

between the two is rejected and which is not rejected.
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Conclusion

The combined data from our first and second rounds of surveys show our null hypothesis

is rejected. Our hypothesis was: If humans are presented with an auditory version of famous

paintings, then the audio will invoke the same emotion as the emotions felt by the people looking

at the paintings because a reverse spectrogram graphs the repeated properties of an image, which

can include the colors, meaning that people may subconsciously associate the sounds they hear

with those colors arbitrarily associated with emotions.

Based on viewing the graphs alone, there seems to be very little consistency between the

paintings and their corresponding audio. All of the audios greatly lean towards being viewed as

anxious/fearful while the paintings are significantly more evenly distributed throughout the given

emotions. Overall, the visual works of art are more effective at portraying a wider range of

human emotions, while the converted audios have a much smaller range. Between the four pieces

of artwork, only Fallen Angel had a consistent distribution of emotions, with a PA value of 0.679

for the combined data, which is far larger than our cutoff of  0.05. Other p-values from our data

were considerably less than 5%, meaning that we had to reject our hypothesis. In both rounds of

testing, The Scream was also close to the cutoff in comparison to the other data points, but it still

wasn’t enough to consider not rejecting a null hypothesis. Because only one art piece could not

be rejected but the other three had to be rejected, our general conclusion is that our hypothesis

was not supported. We believe that Fallen Angel has such a high p-value because, in either visual

or audio form, no emotion seemed to be overwhelmingly chosen. People did not feel one

emotion stronger than the other so the probabilities were closer in proportion.

Our hypothesis did not work in practice, most likely due to the unnatural sounds of

computer-generated noises. At this point in time, this technology cannot be used for assisting
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visually impaired individuals in better understanding the emotions felt from famous pieces.

However, in the future, different software that is better capable of representing emotions could be

used. The factors of music that give it its emotional value are lost in translation by the audios

being comprised of artificial sounds. We cannot be entirely sure how much of an effect our

sample size was on our data seeing as the p-values we got are far from our cutoff, but if we were

to redo this experiment, we may want to survey a larger pool of people.
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